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Abstract 

Network onChip (NoC) is a promising on chip interconnection in many core processors. In this paper deals with faulty 
parts in the Network on Chip. The proposed NoC is suitable for dynamic NoC which is based on new error detection 
mechanism. During run time processor elements number and position may be varied. The error detection mechanism is 
used to correct the errors in the faulty nodes in the NoC. In error detection mechanism Error Correction Code (ECC)is 
used. In ECC hamming code is used to detect and correct the errors in faulty nodes. 
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1 INTRODUTION  
 In upcoming generation it is possible to combine billions of transistors on single chip. For that 

Interconnection is most important factor. Reducing the interconnection is important consideration in multi core 
processors.  
 
1.1 System on Chip: 

A System on a Chip or System on Chip (SoC or SOC) is an integrated circuit (IC) that combines all 
components of a computer and other electronicsystem into a particular chip. SoC design usually consumes a smaller 
amount of power and has a minor cost and highconsistency than the multi-chip systems that they replace and with 
fewer packages in the system. 
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Fig 1.  System on Chip(SoC) 

 The NoC build inside the System on Chip. Network on chip or network on a chip (NoC or NOC) is a 
communication subsystem on a circuit. Typically it connects the IP cores in a system on chip(SoC).NoC can 
distance synchronous and asynchronous clock domains or use unclocked asynchronous logic NoC improves the 
scalability of SoC and the power efficiency of complex SoC compared to other designs. Network-on-chip (NoC) has 
appear as a promising on-chip interconnect for future multi core design as NoC are able to size  the communication 
links with the rising number of cores. 

 To increase difficulty and consistency growth of SoC and MPSoC are becoming more sensitive to 
phenomena that produce permanent, transient faults. These faults may produce data packet errors or affecting the 
router behavior for important to packet loss or everlasting routing errors. To detect these faulty errors and data 
packet loss is a important consideration to design the NoC. To defend the data packets against errors the Error 
Correcting Codes (ECC) are intended inside the NoC chip. The ECC implemented into the input and output port, for 
comparing the input and output data. If any error occurs in that the ECC automatically correct the errors in the data 
packets. 

1.2 Error Correction Code 
 

 Intwo ways ECC can be handled they are, 
• The receiver can have the sender retransmit the entire data unit. 
• The receiver can use an ECC which automatically corrects the certain errors. 

 
The error can be classified into three types, 
 
  

 
 

Fig 1: Types of Errors 
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Single bit errors are the minimumpossible type of errors in serial data transmission since the noise must have 
a very short duration which is very rare. However, this kind of errors can happen in parallel transmission 

 
Example: 

� If data is sent at 1Mbps then allbitslasted only 1/1,000,000 Sec. Or 1 µs. 
� For a single-bit error ishappening, the noise must have a duration of only 1 µs, which is very rare. 

 
To correct an error, the receiver reverses the value of the altered bit. To do so, it must know which bit is in error. 
Number of redundancy bits needed 

 
• Let data bits = M 
• Redundancy bits = R 

∴Total message sent = M+R 
The value of R must fulfill the following relation: 
2R ≥ M+R+1 

 
 This problem can be corrected by using redundant bits to enable the missing data to be reconstructed by the 
error correcting method.A key consideration for these defense schemes is the dealing with multi-bit errors which can 
be generated when adjacent bits failed as a result of single strike.Parity checking was eagerlyusedto sense errors in 
the designs of the relay based computers of the day and Hamming appreciated that a more difficult pattern of parity 
checking allowed the correction of single errors along with the detection of double errors 

 

2 RELATED WORKS 

Network on Chip (NoC) is a better solution to reduce the interconnection in multi core processors [1]. The 
pathwayof the packets from source to destination is defined by the routing algorithm. The routing algorithm is the 
solution of the NoC architecture [4].The growing difficulty in consumer embedded products, new trends forecast 
mixedMultiprocessor Systems-On-Chip (MPSoC) consisting of difficulty of integrated components communicating 
with each other at very high-speed rates. Intercommunication provisions of MPSoC made of hundreds of cores will 
not be achievable using a single shared bus or a hierarchy of buses owing to their poor scalability with system size, 
their communal bandwidth between all the attached cores and the energy efficiency requirements of final products. 
To overcome these difficulties of scalability and complexity, Networks-On-Chip (NoC) has been proposed as a 
hopeful replacement to remove many of the overheads of buses and MPSoC connected by way of general-purpose 
communication architectures [3].The modified XY routing algorithm and fault tolerant detection mechanism is used 
in his [7] paper. The major disadvantage of his paper [7] doesn’t deal with the dynamic NoC. The dynamic fault 
detection is a major issue in the Network on chip. We propose a new finding of fault blocks in dynamic NoC. The 
routing algorithm to expand the strength of theinterconnected networks [6].The NoC is based on innovative error 
detection technology suitable for dynamic NoC where the number andplace of processor elements or faulty blocks 
vary at some point inruntime [2]. The major drawback of his paper is it detects the faulty blocks but not have any 
accurate calculations of the error detection rate of the packets during transmission.The XY routing algorithm is the 
important key factor of the NoC, because it gives the fault tolerant and deadlock free routing in NoC [5]. The 
customized turn model XY routing algorithm is used to construct the deadlock free and fault tolerant networks, 
according to this the network becomes reliable one. In order to provide auniform traffic distribution over the 
networks and to avoid congested links, but his paper doesn’t avoid any congested links it is the major problem 
[5].The Error Correction Code (ECC) is used to correct the errors during transmission of data packets. To guard the 
packets the ECC are designed inside the Network on Chip (NoC). The main difficulty of this solution is its failure to 
locate the faulty components (PE, IP, router, data bus, etc.) in the NoC. Asa result, isnot enough for dynamic NoC, 
where the faulty and unavailable regionsshould be bypassed [2].The major difficulty of this paper is to face due to 
accurate the faulty node in the dynamic NoC. The XY routing algorithm identifies the faulty node in the networks. It 
does not localize any faulty node in the NoC and then reached packet is not reliable. To overcome this problem the 
ECC is created inside the Network on Chip.By comparing these algorithms our proposed system is the best design to 
correcting the errors in the data packets.  
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3 PROPOSED WORK 
 
3.1 Systematic Overview: 

 
Our proposed work is to design the NoC free from packet data errors. This NoC was designed using VHDL 

platform. Our proposed work considered based on the following methods Routing Algorithm and Error Correcting 
Code (ECC) 

 

 
 

Fig 2.  Architecture of Network on Chip (NoC) 
So we propose a new methodology called packet-switched based on consistent network. The architecture is 

given above. It considered the major part of the routing algorithm and error correction technique. 
 

 
3.2 Routing Algorithm 

In NoC routing algorithm and switching are main provisions. Routing algorithm is the key factor of the 
NoC architecture. The routing algorithm identifies the path taken by the router from source to destination. The 
routing algorithm can be divided in two types 

 
1- Oblivious routing 
2- Adaptive routing 

 
Oblivious routing technique has no information of the network like traffic and congestion. The router only 

makes the decisions of the paths travel by the packet from source to destination. It’s also called as minimal term 
routing. In oblivious routing have the type of Dimension Order routing, in that we have the XY routing Algorithm. 
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Fig 3.  Generic router structure 
  
Dimension order routing is a minimal turn routing algorithm. The finds to what direction the packet be routed for 
every stage 
 
3.3 XY Routing Algorithm  
 
An XY routing algorithm is a type of dimension order algorithm. Routing algorithm is an important factor while 
NoC designs. In XY routing the packet first routed in X or Horizontal direction to correct column and then routed to 
Y or Vertical direction to the receiver. It is very much suitable for mesh or torus topology networks. The addresses 
of the router are their co-ordinates of XY. This routing algorithm never runs in a deadlock and live lock conditions. 
The XY routing algorithm is a fault tolerant routing algorithm.The traffic can’t extend into the whole network, 
because this algorithm has biggest load on the middle of the network. In the XY routing algorithm, each router has 
the co-ordinates of X and Y. The XY routing algorithm equates the current router address (CX, CY) to the 
destination router address (DX, DY) of the packet, warehoused in theheader flit. Flits need tobe routed to the core 
port of the router when the (CX, CY) address of the current routeris equivalent to the (DX, DY) address. If this is 
not the case, the DX address is firstly equated to the CX(horizontal) address. Flits will be routed to the East port 
when CX<DX, to West when CX>DX and ifCX=DX the header flit is already horizontally aligned. If this last 
condition is true, the DY (vertical) addressis compared to the CY address. Flits will be routed to South when 
CY<DY, to North when CY>DY. If thechosen port is busy, the header flit as well as allsubsequent flits of this 
packet will be blocked. 
 
3.4 Detection of routing error by using XY routing algorithm 
 
 Our proposed technique based on online routing error detection method. This approach is only suitable for 
XY routing algorithm. The main difficulty of this is to differentiate a bypass of the unavailable component in the 
NoC.  
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Fig 4.  Illustration of the routing error detection problem (a) to distinguish a dynamic bypass (b) from a 
routing error and (c) to avoid a loss of data packets. 

 
The basic concept of our approach is the following: Each router receiving a data packet checks the 

correctness of the routing decision made by the previous crossed switch. This routing error detection is performed in 
parallel after the Hamming ECC Consequently this detection does not increase the data packet latency.  The 
Principle of the Routing Error Detection is An XYbased adaptive routing algorithm mainly uses the policy of the XY 
algorithm to route data packets into the network when the required components are available. In this case of an 
occupied component, a detailed routing path is locally chosen to bypass its location. When a router receives a data 
packet, it verifies the correctness made by the routing conclusion of the previous node, using the routing error 
detection algorithm. From address assessment, the router checks if the previous routing decision follows the XY 
routing algorithm. If it is the case, then the previous decision is right. Otherwise, the router makes a decision 
whether the previous decision is a bypass decision or a routing error. The detection algorithm is required to check 
the accessibility of the router through which the data packets should have accepted according to the XY algorithm. If 
the router in the XY path is busy, the previous router conclusion was a correct bypasses its position. 
 
 
4 SIMULATION RESULTS: 
  

Our proposed AdNoC architecture is the best technique of adaptive on-chip communication design. It gives 
an adaptive route allocation algorithm to meet varying bandwidth guarantees and an on-demand buffer block 
assignment scheme and also free from error for runtime connection establishment between a data producer and a 
data consumer. 
 
 

 

Fig 5. Encoder output with parity bits 
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The parity bits are generated in ECC encoder is shown in Fig 5. These parity bits are used to detect and correct the 
errors. This parity bit contains the sum of input data of the router. These bits are given to the input of the router. 

 

Fig 6. Inputs and control bits 

The data bits are given to the input of the all routers. The control bits are given to the south port of the router. The west 
port is ready to accept the data bit, so the acknowledgement is enabled to the west port then the data bit is arrives in the 
west port router is shown in Fig 7. 

 

Fig 7. West router output 

 

Fig 8.  Error data bits 
If the error occurred in the data bits the ECC is automatically correct the error. Fig 8 shows the error data bits. Fig 9 
shows the corrected error data bits in output of the west router port. This error correction is done by the use of the 
ECC in Network on Chip. 
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Fig 9.  Error free output in west port. 

5  CONCLUSION: 

In this paper we propose a new error detection technique for NoC. The proposed error detection algorithm 
allows locating the errors in the router NoC. Our proposed method is designed for single bit error correction and 
double bit error detection using the Error Correction Code (Hamming Code). It can be accurate for corrects the error 
upto 83.5%. In future the modified ECC is used in NoC to correct the maximum number of errors in the NoC data 
bits. 
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